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2022 National Conference to Advance the
Use of Wood
The Japan Council for Advancement of Timber
Utilization held its National Conference to Advance
the Use of Wood for Fiscal 2022 on October 31. At
the meeting, the council gave awards to the winners
of the Contest for Excellent Wood-Using Facilities.
Started in fiscal 1993 under the support of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, the
competition annually gives prizes such as Prime
Minister’s Award, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries Award, Minister of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport Award to the facilities which are
recognized to have contributed to the promotion of
wood utilization. This year, 13 works were selected
as the prize winners and 40 works won the prize for
excellent works.

Nagareyama City Oguronomori Junior High School

This year’s Prime Minister’s Award was given to
Nagareyama City Oguronomori Junior High School
in Chiba Prefecture. The school building is well
designed with general-sized LVL, lumber, and CLT.
The main structures are of wood frame (post & beam
system and wooden Rahmen structure), steel frame,
and reinforced concrete, with three stories above

Hot Topic:

JLJ had an interview with Pan-Abode, a Canadian housing company of which core products are
log houses using North American western red
cedar. >> Page 2

ground. The total floor area is 14,568.34 square
meters. Highly quake-resistant walls in checkered
patterns are adopted. The main wood species used
for the building are Japanese cedar, Japanese
cypress, larch, and birch. It was constructed at a
cost equivalent to RC construction by establishing
(Continued on Page 2)
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a cooperative procurement
system among the designer,
client, lumber suppliers, and
lumber processors. In addition,
the project made good use of
wood related to the community,
such as locally-produced wood
in Nagareyama City as well as
what was supplied from its sister
city, Shinano Town in Nagano
Prefecture.
The winner of the Forestry
M i n i s t e r ’s Aw a r d i s t h e n e w
town hall building of Kyotamba,
Kyoto Prefecture, in which
local fabricators and building
contractors collaboratively
participated to build. The project
developed “built-up columns”
that make effective use of
large-diameter logs, and also
applied existing technologies
and construction methods,
using Japanese cedar and
Japanese cypress for the most
part. Aiming to ensure a stable
supply of mainly local materials,
a cooperative system was

established among industry
associations, academic experts,
the Kyoto Prefectural Office,
the town government, and other
related parties in the region.
The Land, Infrastructure and
Transport Minister’s Award went
to Port Plus Obayashi Corporation
Yokohama Training Center, which
is a pure wooden fireproof building
with 11 stories. The building has
applied the company’s proprietary
development technologies,
including “Omega Wood (fireresistant)”, which is a three-hour
fire-resistant structural material,
and a joining method that ensures
the same strength and rigidity as
steel-frame and RC constructions.
Mainly Japanese
cedar, larch, Siberian
larch, and lauan are
used. The building
has acquired the “ZEB
Ready Certification”
which is given to those
buildings which have
reduced their standard

primary energy consumption by
50% or more. It is also certified
as an “S-rank” building, the
highest level in the environmental
performance evaluation of
constructions that the City of
Yokohama conducts.
In the second part of the
conference, Asako Nagano,
president of MORI-AGE Inc. gave
a lecture titled “Liven Up Japan’s
Forests with Wood Change!”

The new town hall building of Kyotamba, Kyoto
Prefecture, and inside

The building of Port Plus Obayashi Corporation Yokohama
Training Center, and inside
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:Company:
Canadian housing company aims to popularize log houses in Japan
Pan-Abode International, a
Canadian housing company, is a
company which exports original
products to all over the world
including log houses using North
American western red cedar. Mr.
Rauvin Manhas, President of the
company, visited Japan from 26 to
28 October to attend Japan Home
Show (at Tokyo Big Sight) and
to go into a new partnership with
Japanese companies. JLJ had
an opportunity to interview him
and asked about Pan-Abode’s
policy in house making and its
prospects.
The company was established in
1948 in Denmark and is 74 years
old this year. It is characterized
by using western red cedar in
all houses. As its philosophy of
house making, it proudly sets
its founders’ vision: ‘We’d like
to provide our clients with a
mountain hut experience in the
forest.’
Its ties with Japan started in the
1970s, and the company’s houses
are found in everywhere in Japan
from Hokkaido to Okinawa. There
are a total of about 3,000 PanAbode houses in Japan. Those
which were built 30 years ago are
still used with the same quality
as when they were made. The
solidity can be said to be one of
the elements that attracts clients.
Responding to the question
asking to describe his company
in one word, he answered, ‘A
company that prides itself on
quality’. As well as its design and
customer service, the company
takes strong pride in creating

homes that offer
high performance
and satisfaction
which use North
American western
red cedar.
Western red
cedar is a unique
tree species that
grows in the
Pacific Northwest President Manhas (Right) and Abby Mann, International
r e g i o n i n N o r t h Sales Director
America. In addition
to the lightness
and durability, it
has nice smell
and is also
resistant to decay,
deterioration, and
pest damage.
Furthermore,
because of its low
d e n s i t y, t h e a i rf i l l e d ce l l c a v i t y
plays as an
insulation unit.
Residence by Pan-Abode in Nagano, Japan
As a result, using
this material leads
to the making of
homes cool in summer and warm
to construct buildings as they
in winter. President Rauvin said
need to have structural engineers’
with confidence, ‘I think it is the
involvement. Therefore, the
number one lumber’.
answer was surprising: “It is so
much easier to build in Japan”.
By the way, we are interested
in how to construct homes in a
Under the circumstance where
different country. Mr. Rauvin said
sustainability is sought after all
they can comply with Japanese
over the world to countermeasure
construction regulations through
global warming, Pan-Abode’s
‘BC Wood Japan Office’ (A notwooden log homes have
for-profit trade association that
strengths. The company spends
promotes the export of wood
time and effort on dehumidifying
products of British Columbia), so
lumber with air drying not using
he said, ‘I don’t feel any particular
wood drier. If it is dried artificially
problem’. Rather in Canada, he
in a drying kiln, CO2 is generated
thinks that it takes time and effort
(Continued on Page 4)
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in the process. But natural drying
does not emit CO2. As the
process is eco-friendly and the
lumber is not exposed to drastic
environmental changes, we can
enjoy the scent and luster of
western red cedar.
In addition to the above, when
rebuilding the Pan-Abode houses,

no unnecessary material is
produced, because old materials
of the former house are reused
for the new one. Explaining such
efforts, President Rauvin said,
‘Our houses are sustainable. We
treat materials with care “from
cradle to cradle.”

and expand their products in
Japan. Mr. Rauvin expressed his
expectation saying, ‘I would like
to spread our products among
those who understand the quality
of western red cedar. And I want
to work in collaboration with
Japanese agents in new projects.’

The company is aiming to spread

:Wholesalers’ View:
American timber market in November
The meeting of the Keihin chapter
of the Japan North American
Lumber Conference for November
was held on November 14. At
the beginning of the meeting,
regarding Tokyo Lumber Terminal
whose excessive inventory of
North American lumber and
European lumber became a topic
of a talk, the view was presented
that the inventory would decline
gradually toward the end of
the year since the Japanese
side was currently reducing the
arrival. However, as there is also
timber that has been dispersed
and stored outside of Tokyo
Lumber Terminal, it is likely that
it will take a little more time to
completely solve the situation of
the excessive inventory.
As expected, the largest theme
is a slowdown in housing
demand due to the increase
in the interest rate in the U.S.
While the mortgage rate was
around 3% in February and
March this year, it increased
drastically and was 7.14% (As of
Nov.14). The number of housing
starts declined, and the timber

prices are declining as well. The
prediction by a local supplier
that the housing starts would be
around 1.3 million units next year
was mentioned. On the other
hand, it was explained that, unlike
Japan, the young adult segment
in the U.S. was increasing in term
of the distribution of population,
so there was a potential demand

for building houses in the future.
Incidentally, the interest rate is
expected to be raised once or
twice in the U.S. in the future.
At the committee, the members
were concerned about this year’s
logging activities as it snowed
earlier than usual from Vancouver
(Continued on Page 5)
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to California this year. In addition,
there was a talk about Western
Forest Products closing its APD
factory, which is a main factory
for the products for Japan, for 6
months.
As for log prices, the prices of
all products were unchanged
from the previous month, and the
indications held weakly. Although
prices in dollar are falling, the
cost of products arriving in Japan
remains high due to a foreign
exchange and other factors.
As for product prices, there was
a discussion over the handling
of the Douglas fir prices. While
there is no factor for lowering the
price of hemlock as its volume is
currently low, the price of Douglas
fir is weak partly because
Chugoku Mokuzai lowered its
price. In the past, the Douglas
fir was higher than hemlock by
around 10,000 yen, but this time,
for some items, the same prices
were set for both Douglas fir
and hemlock. For yellow cedar
products as well, the prices of
some of products that had been
unchanged were lowered by
5,000 yen. In addition, the arrival
of spruce 8-3/4 clear board was
extremely low, making it difficult
to set the price, so the price was
set as a reference price and was
unchanged from the previous
month.
In September, the arrival and
shipment at Kashima Port that
supplies logs for Kashima Factory
of Chugoku Mokuzai was at the
low level, standing at 32,688
cubic meters.

Wholesale Price of American Logs in Keihin Ports

(1,000 yen / cubic meter)

Logs
RC No.3, 12"up (Alaska)
YC pole, 6"up (Alaska)
Sp No.2, 24"up (Alaska)
Hem No.3, 12"up, Cascade
DF No.3, 12"up, Cascade
DF No.3, 12"up, SS
DF No.3, 12"up, Coast
DF, medium dia. 8/11 (J-sort)

July

Aug

2022
Sept

65.50
41.50
118.50
43.00
56.00
49.00
48.00
46.00

65.50
41.50
118.50
43.00
56.00
49.00
48.00
46.00

65.50
41.50
118.50
43.00
56.00
49.00
48.00
46.00

Oct

Nov

65.50
41.50
118.50
43.00
56.00
49.00
48.00
46.00

65.50
41.50
118.50
43.00
56.00
49.00
48.00
46.00

Wholesale Price of American Lumber in Keihin Ports

Hem 105mm sq., roof beam, KD
Hem 90mm sq., purlin, KD.
Hem 45 x 90mm, rough-cut lumber, KD
**Hem Preserved sill sq., Green
DF 105mm sq., roof beam, KD
DF 90mm sq., purlin, KD
DF 45 x 90mm, rough-cut lumber, KD
DF 45 x 60mm, rough-cut lumber, KD
YC 4-5/16" rough, HC
YC 5" rough, HC
YC 5"x 6", random length, BC Clear
Spruce 8-3/4" Clear
Hem 6-1/2" Clear
Nordic 3m x 27 x 105, stud, KD

Jul
115
115
115
125
120
120
125
125
115
115
245
340
235
110

(1,000 yen / cubic meter)
2022
Aug Sept Oct Nov
110
110 105 105
110
110 105 105
110
110 105 105
125
125 120 120
115
115 110 105
115
115 110 105
120
120 115 110
120
120 115 110
115
115 115 110
115
115 115 110
245
245 245 245
340
340 340 340
235
235 240 240
105
100
95
90

* Since July 2022, Hem 105mm sq., roof beam, std. Green and
Hem 90mm sq., purlin, std. Green have been crossed off the list due to a
transaction volume.
**New item since July 2022

Movement of American Lumber in Keihin Ports
(Unit: cubic meter)

Arrival
Monthly Results in September

Shipment Ending InventoryInventory Rate

Small Square Lumber
Hem 4-1/8"
Hem 3-9/16"
sub total

1,967
2,318
4,285

1,679
1,625
3,304

8,789
7,880
16,669

4.21
3.32
3.74

Other Lumber Products
Hemlock
Douglas Fir, SS
Douglas Fir
Red Cedar
Yellow Cedar
Spruce
SPF

934
6,771
4,665
107
155
47
20,649

2,320
7,915
4,569
224
323
297
21,411

5,523
10,762
5,485
1,157
1,477
260
8,219

1.94
1.60
2.04
6.08
2.10
1.26
0.39

Overall Softwood Lumber

37,905

40,464

50,139

1.24

Inventory rate: Ending Inventory / Average shipments for the last 3 months
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:Wholesalers’ View:
Tokyo wholesale market in November
The Tokyo Lumber Wholesalers’
Association held a monthly
meeting of its Lumber Price
Market Investigation Committee
on November 1. Each committee
member reported on the wood
market trends.
<Japanese Timber>
As for Akita timber, the logs that
were felled in July and August
remain unsold and wholesalers
are unable to purchase new ones.
Sawmillers are reluctant to buy
material logs because they are
prone to insect damage and rot at
this time of year, which can easily
lower yield rates. Therefore,
the market conditions for logs
in the production area are on a
downward trend.
Despite the downward trend in
log prices, the committee has
decided to leave lumber prices
unchanged this month. The
reasons are a decline in operating
rates due to the absence of
workers under the COVID
pandemic and the harvest season
for rice, soaring electricity costs, a
shortage of semiconductors, and
rising freight costs due to higher
gasoline prices. Moreover, winter
is expected to come earlier this
year, which will increase the cost
of diesel fuel for heating. Also,
it should be closely monitored
how the fires at wood processing
plants in Akita will affect the
procurement for logs.
Prices for Tokai timber remain
unchanged as well. Although
the conventional ready-made
sizes have no movement, the
wholesalers who mainly deal
with custom-made lumber are

busy with increasing uses of local
Japanese cedar in stores and
other buildings, according to the
committee member in charge.
Prices for Japanese structural
lumber are weak nationwide,
as manufacturers in producing
regions and wholesalers show
a sign of being overstocked
continuously amid sluggish
demand for new construction.
Furthermore, their customers
such as small and medium-sized
building contractors appear to
be less inclined to purchase the
items due to their anticipation of a
future price fall.
The log business in Japan
is going to enter a period of
stock demand suitable for its
inventories. The worldwide
wood demand, however, has
been sluggish because the U.S.
housing starts declined for the
sharp hike in the interest rates.
Under these circumstances, there
is a good chance that Japanese
structural lumber prices will
keep adjusted in response to
the declining prices for imported
wood species in Japan, which are
its competitors.
One of the major concerns is
the slump in prices of Japanese
cypress in particular. In the
domestic market, Japanese
cypress is usually more
expensive than Japanese cedar,
of which overall market demand
is larger than that of cypress.
Prices of cypress logs, which are
oversupplied currently, have been
falling almost to those of cedar in
some producing areas of western
Japan.

<’hirakaku’ and dimension
lumber>
As to SPF, the October loading
for the fourth quarter is likely
to be distributed in Japan after
mid-November, due to contract
delays. Currently, the last portion
of the third quarter’s contract is
coming in. The arrivals of SPF
this year are about half the level
of 2018, which is the most recent
peak. Futures prices for European
lumber, a competing species,
are weak at the moment, making
it difficult to predict prices of
European lumber for beams over
the long term.
<Imported Timber>
For spruce custom cut, a few old
growth logs have started to be
distributed in the local Canadian
market, although they are hardly
the best materials. Log prices
are extremely high, and with the
impact of foreign exchange rates,
we have to be prepared for a
significant increase in the costs.
The committee quoted the prices
higher with a bullish trend this
month.
Hemlock clear boards saw a
substantial decrease in logging
due to the decline in purchasing
power of wood in the U.S. With
fewer cuts for the U.S. market,
which has caused fewer clear
boards, the supply situation for
Japan has deteriorated even
more. The prices in Japan were
quoted higher with a bullish trend
this month.
Douglas fir clear boards are still
supplied to Japan, but high quality
items are quite limited. As the
(Continued on Page 8)
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Wholesalers' Market Prices in Kiba, Tokyo
(Unit:1000yen)
item

JRC-Akita, narrow width board for rail

sales unit

grade

Oct

2022
November

m3

special 1st

72

72

piece

0.32

0.32

"

JRC-Tokai, KD baby square (4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

Air-Dried

m3

planed special 1st

130

130

"

JRC-Tokai, KD baby square (6m, 12.0cm x 12.0cm)

m3

planed special 1st

200

200

"

JRC-Tokai, KD batten products (4m, 10.5cm x 3.0cm)

m3

planed special 1st

130

130

"

JRC-Tokai, KD batten products (3m, 10.5cm x 3.0cm)

m3

planed special 1st

130

130

"

*JRC, baby square for post KD (3m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

bundle

110

110

"

m3

135

130

weaker

*JC, baby square for sill KD (4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

bundle

120

115

"

*JC, baby square for sill KD (4m, 12.0cm x 12.0cm)

m3

120

115

"

Ash, plain board (thickness 3.4cm)

m3

dried, special

490

490

holding

White oak (imported, 6ft.up, 4/4'' x 6'' up)

m3

⇲⇭⇿⇛⇝⇲

490

490

"

Spruce, flitch (length 8-3/4cm)

m3

Select Merch

160

175

stronger

DF, beam, home sawn KD (3m, 12.0cm x 21.0cm)

m3

155

155

holding

DF, laminated beam (imported, 4m, 12.0cm x 30.0cm)

m3

230

230

"

Redwood, laminated beam (imported, 4m, 12.0cm x 30.0cm)

m3

180

180

"

JRC-Akita kowari plank (3.65m, 2.1cm x 3.0cm)

*JC, baby square for post KD (3m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

holding

SPF, D (2x4, length 14ft.)

piece

2.15

2.07

weaker

SPF, D (2x10, length 14ft.)

J-Grade, No.2

piece

J-Grade, No.2

7.00

6.60

"

DF, D (2x10, length 14ft.)

piece

7.40

7.00

"

SPF, D (1x4, length 12ft.)

J-Grade, No.2

piece

0.93

0.93

holding

Hem, baby square KD (imported, 4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

m3

105

105

"

Hem, batten products KD (imported, 4m, 4.5cm x 6.0cm)

(S4S)

m3

(S4S)

105

105

"

DF, baby square KD (imported, 4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

m3

105

105

"

DF, batten products KD (imported, 4m, 4.5cm x 6.0cm)

(S4S)

m3

(S4S)

110

110

"

Hem, treated sill (4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

m3

125

125

"

DF, treated sill KD (4m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

special 1st

m3

Red Pine plank KD (imported, 4m, 3.0cm x 4.0cm)

special 1st

m3

upper

135

135

165.0

163.0

weaker

"

Red Pine plank (imported, 4m, 4.5cm x 4.5cm)

m3

1st

121

121

holding

Red Pine cleat (imported, 4m, 2.4cm x 4.8cm)

piece

0.5

0.5

"

Whitewood, stud KD (mabashira, imported, 3m, 2.7cm x 10.5cm)

1st&2nd

bundle

pithless

132

130

weaker

Whitewood, kudabashira (CP, 3m, 10.5cm x 10.5cm)

piece

5.90

5.70

"

WS (imported, 3.7m, 2.4cm x 15.0cm)

5-ply

m3

Serangan Batu (imported, 4m, 3.0cm x 10.5cm)

1st, treated

m3

Mercusi Pine, laminated board
Red Pine, laminated board

Lauan plywood, F☆
☆☆☆☆ (thickness 2.3mm, imported)

255

255

holding

350

350

"

bundle

A-grade

130

130

"

m3

A-grade

170

170

"
"

sheet

1st

1.18

1.18

CF plywood, F☆ (imported, 1.8m, 12.0mm x 90.0cm)

sheet

2.18

2.18

"

Coated CF plywood (imported, 1.8m, 12.0mm x 90.0cm)

JAS (A)

sheet

JAS (A)

2.49

2.49

"

sheet

JAS

2.36

2.34

weaker

sheet

JAS

2.20

2.20

holding

sheet

JAS

4.55

4.55

"

sheet

JAS

3.19

3.19

"

Lauan structural plywood, F☆
☆☆☆☆ (imported)

Softwood structural plywood, F☆
☆☆☆☆ (12mm)
Softwood structural plywood, F☆
☆☆☆☆ (24mm)
Softwood structural plywood, F☆
☆☆☆☆ (9mm)

JRC=Japanese Red Cedar, JC=Japanese Cypress, DF=Douglas Fir, Hem=Hemlock,
YC=Yellow Cedar, WS=White Seraya, CP=connective post, D=dimension lumber, CF=concrete form
* Structural lumber made from domestic wood ( producing areas are not specified) mainly sold in
metropolitan areas.
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general market continues to buy
products on a temporary basis,
the supply shortage has not been
eased at all. The prices for the
month remained unchanged,
holding firm.
Prices for Douglas fir logs have
been at a high level. The prices
for the fourth quarter quoted by
the local suppliers were reduced
in dollar, but the import cost is
higher than the domestic sales
prices of Chugoku Mokuzai due
to the weak yen. As a result,
contracts are only filled at 25 to
30 percent of the normal volume,
and arrivals are expected to be
less over the new year period.
The market for Russian timber

continues to show strong caution
about prices to maintain the
trend of temporary buying. The
movements of Nordic lumber at
the Tokyo Lumber Terminal saw
more shipments, though at a
slow pace, than arrivals, reducing
inventories slightly. The two major
suppliers for Japan plan to reduce
the volume of offers to about half
the normal size. The Japanese
side, however, is generally not
in the mindset of closing new
contracts, and therefore the
negotiations are expected to be
difficult as they have been.
<Precut>
There have still been strong
orders from builders in the
Metropolitan area and major

housing manufacturers, but the
shortage of workers has not been
resolved, resulting in postponed
deliveries in many cases. With
electricity and labor costs rising,
reductions in selling prices are
unthinkable.
<Plywood>
Plywood movements have
remained stagnant, and
inventories at all distribution
stages as Japanese
manufacturers, ports, and
warehouses have increased
significantly. In Akita, fires broke
out at two wood processing
plants, but product shortages
should not occur immediately,
according to the committee
(Continued on Page 9)

Wholesalers' Market Prices in Kansai Area
（unit: 1000yen)
item

JRC, baby square KD（105mm x 105mm /120mm x 120mm）
） 4m

sales unit

grade

m3

special

JRC, batten products KD（105mm x 30mm）4m

m3

JC, baby square for sill, G (105ｍm x 105ｍm)

m3
m3

3ｍ・4ｍ

JC, baby square for post KD (105ｍm x 105ｍm)

3ｍ

Oct

2022
November

120

120

holding

110

110

"

treated, special 1st

135

135

"

special

125

125

"

DF, rafter, G (45ｍm x 45ｍm) 4m

m3

85

80

weaker

DF, rafter, KD (45ｍm x 45ｍm) 4m

m3

118

105

"

DF, stud, KD (30mm x 105mm) 3ｍ

m3

118

105

"

DF, diagonal brace, KD (45mm x 90mm) 4ｍ

m3

118

105

"

DF, rafter, G (45ｍm x 60ｍm) 4m

m3

85

80

"

DF, horizontal member, G (90mm x 90mm /105mm x 105mm）
） 3ｍ
ｍ ・ 4ｍ
ｍ
DF, horizontal member, G (105mm x 120mmー270mm) 3ｍ
ｍ ・ 4ｍ
ｍ

m3
m3

83

80

"

83

80

"

Whitewood, stud (27mm x 105mm) 3ｍ

m3

105

100

"

Whitewood, stud (30mm x 105mm) 3ｍ

m3

105

100

"

Whitewood, through column (105mm x 105mm) 5980mｍ

piece

10.5

9.0

"

Redwood, (105mm x 105mm) 3-6ｍ

m3

135

125

"

Redwood, (120mm x 150ー390mm) 3-6ｍ

m3

135

125

"

Redwood, (105mm x 105mm) 5980mｍ

piece

10.5

9.0

"

Softwood structural PW (12mm, 910mm x 1820mm)

sheet

2.15

2.15

holding

4.30

4.30

"

Softwood structural PW, T&G (24mm, 910mm x 1820mm)

sheet
JRC=Japanese Red Cedar, JC=Japanese Cypress, DF=Douglas Fir, PW=Plywood, G=Green
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:Statistics:
member in charge, who noted that
it is necessary to pay attention to
the issue in the medium to long
term because the supply from the
region to the nationwide markets
is large.
In addition, a Chinese plywood
manufacturer was suspended
from JAS qualification last month,
some of which products have
already been used in residential
constructions and still remain at
importers and in the distribution
stage, reported by the committee
member who expressed great
concern about it. He also pointed
out that this incident may have
lowered the reputation of Chinese
products in Japan.

European timber news
The arrival of European softwood
lumber products in September
was 200,109 cubic meters, down
b y 4 4 . 2 % f ro m t h e p re v i o u s
month and down by 23.2% from
the same month in the previous
year. It turned out to be the
lowest monthly arrival of this
year. The total of the arrival from
January through September
was 2,220,045 cubic meters
and continued to be significantly
higher than the previous year’s
arrival that was 1,631,628 cubic
meters. In the market, the actual
demand remains poor, and the
improvement in the excess of
inventory at the distribution level
has been slow.
As for the arrival by country,

the arrival from Sweden was
45,440 cubic meters (down by
23.2% from the same month
in the previous year) while the
arrival from Finland was 73,819
cubic meters (up by 27.3% from
the same month in the previous
year). The arrival from Austria
and Romania was 29,624 cubic
meters (up by 57.8% from the
same month in the previous year)
and 9,835 cubic meters (down
11.2%) respectively while the
arrival from Latvia and the Czech
Republic was 10,725 cubic meters
(up 29.5%) and 13,209 cubic
meters (up 91.0%) respectively.
The arrival from other countries
was 17,457 cubic meters (up
22.3%). The arrival from all the
(Continued on Page 10)

JAPAN DIY HOMECENTER SHOW 2023
August 24-26 2023, Makuhari Messe
Exhibit Categories including; Building Materials/Timber, Interior Materials / Home Furnishing
Goods, Exterior Goods, Gardening / Agricultural Materials, etc.

Organized by JAPAN DIY· HC ASSOCIATION

URL:https://www.diy.or.jp
For exhibit inquiry, please contact:

JAPAN DIY HOMECENTER SHOW 2023 Secretariat Office
c/o NIKKO-TSUSHINSHA CO., LTD.
The JAPAN DIY HOMECENTER SHOW 2022
was held

TK Sarugakucho Bldg, 2-7-6 Kandasarugakucho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0064, Japan

Tel.(81)3-3233-8387 Fax.(81)3-3233-8381
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countries declined from the
previous month significantly.

80,057 yen per cubic meter. The
price was up by 1.2% from the
previous month while it was up
by 51.8% from the same month
in the previous year. As for the
price by major country, the prices
of products from Sweden and
Finland were 81,594 yen and
74,444 yen respectively while the
prices of products from Austria
and Romania were 83,121 yen
and 89,286 yen respectively. The
prices of products from all the
countries other than Romania
rose to a record high.

from the previous month and up
by 95.7% from the same month
in the previous year. The price
was unchanged for 3 consecutive
months. As for the price by major
country, the price of products from
Finland was 123,866 yen while
the price of products from Austria
was 115,916 yen. The products
from Romania and Estonia were
119,102 yen and 118,150 yen
respectively. The products from all
the countries other than Romania
exceeded the previous month’s
prices though only slightly.

The arrival of laminated lumber
in September was 71,786 cubic
meters, down by 24.8% from
the previous month and up by
26.0% from the same month
in the previous year. It made
a significant decline from the
previous month when the arrival
rose to a record high. As for the
arrival by country, the arrival from
Finland was 39,690 cubic meters
while the arrival from Austria
was 12,576 cubic meters. The
The price of laminated lumber
arrival from Romania was 9,173
for structural use was 121,017
cubic meters while the arrival
yen per cubic meter, up by 0.3%
from Estonia was 3,680 cubic
meters. The arrival from other
countries was 6,667
cubic meters. The
arrival from all the
Imports of European Laminated Lumber by Countries
countries declined.
unit : cubic meter; %
The arrival of
Total
FINLAND AUSTRIA ROMANIA ESTONIA others
laminated lumber
684,822
310,679
101,703
147,396
45,384
79,660
2022 YTD
from January
79,048
28,924
11,840
20,639
3,307
14,338
JUL
through September
95,416
48,006
15,178
18,010
8,017
6,205
AUG
was 684,822
71,786
39,690
12,576
9,173
3,680
6,667
SEPT
cubic meters,
26.0
43.8
39.1
-26.3
-7.3
70.1
Y/Y
exceeding the
arrival of 542,503
cubic meters in
the same period of
the previous year
Imports of European Lumber by Countries
unit : cubic meter; %
significantly.
Total
SWEDEN FINLAND
689,564
2022 YTD 2,220,045 694,138
236,108
73,521
74,287
JUL
299,475
81,386
108,112
AUG
200,109
45,440
73,819
SEPT
13.4
-23.2
27.3
Y/Y

The price of all
European lumber
products (CIF
Port Japan) in
September was

Softwood Lumber
AUSTRIA ROMANIA LATVIA
253,276
94,405 101,675
24,333
11,578
11,723
37,909
15,942
15,277
29,624
9,835
10,725
57.8
-11.2
29.5

CZECH others
86,182 211,860
9,144 31,522
13,664 27,185
13,209 17,457
91.0
22.3

Average Import Value for Major European Commodities
unit : Yen per cubic meter (CIF Japan ports); %

Softwood Lumber
Structural Laminated Lumber
All Europe SWEDEN FINLAND AUSTRIA ROMANIAAll Europe FINLAND AUSTRIA ROMANIA ESTONIA
2022 JUL
AUG
SEPT
Y/Y

76,337
79,082
80,057
51.8

76,183
81,333
81,594
43.8

69,107
74,435
74,444
66.8

79,378
79,298
83,121
60.0

88,973
89,774
89,286
55.5

122,690
120,631
121,017
95.7

123,839
122,817
123,866
85.4

117,417
113,768
115,916
121.3

125,350
123,149
119,102
91.0

120,488
115,722
118,150
131.1
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Plywood market 4th week November
While the fire at Shin-Akimoku Kogyo’s factory and the suspension of JAS certification for a Chinese
manufacturer occurred, there is almost no impact on the trend of the domestic softwood plywood. It is
reported that the situation remains quiet with no speculative demand generated.
As for prices, transactions with reduced profits are found occasionally, but prices have been unchanged.
The inventory volume in September was 149,000 cubic meters, 133.8% of the previous month. It was
165.9% of the inventory in the same month of the previous year, showing an upward tendency. Some
of plywood factories that have been reducing the production since October are planning to cut the
production in November as well, and it seems that clearing the inventory is not being promoted efficiently.
Due to the slow movement of products and the unchanged prices, businesses nationwide are sticking
to spot purchase. In addition, pre-cut factories are also reportedly experiencing a nationwide decline in
orders conscious of uncertain future and price reductions. There are more than a few factories that are
adjusting the purchase of plywood.
As for the imported plywood, the warehouses at major ports nationwide are still full of inventory. Though
there is a little bit of movement of coated plywood and plywood for concrete forming, a momentum cannot
be felt. Shortage of some items has started being heard about, and as they are expected to be almost out
of stock at the end and the beginning of the year, caution is required.
Due to the depreciation of the yen which lasted for several months, there are many trading companies
that are not making new contracts, and there is almost no arrival. Local factories in Indonesia and
Malaysia have not received orders from Japan for several months, so they are switching to the markets in
the other countries.
It is for sure that the inventory at the ports will be used as the arrival will decline in the future. The decline
in the port inventory at an early stage is hoped for.

:Statistics:
Russian Timber News
Russian log arrivals have been
zero since January with 6,705
cubic meters of larch.

Arrivals of Lurch products in
September were 1,430 cubic
meters.

65,795 cubic meters, surpassing
50,777 cubic meters in the same
period last year.

For lumber products, the amount
of arrivals of pine and fir were
45,679 cubic meters decreasing
greatly by 35.0% from the
previous month and 39.6% from
the previous year. The decrease
in arrivals that was a concern
following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine has now become visible.

The arrivals of laminated
lumber for the structural use in
September were 4,301 cubic
meters decreasing 5.2% from the
previous month and 26.4% from
the previous year, which was the
second consecutive month of low
arrivals. The total arrival volume
from January to September was

As for lumber products, the price
of larch was 49,364 yen per cubic
meter and pine/fir was 69,768 yen
per cubic meter, down 2.0% from
the previous month and up 21.3%
from the same month last year.
The price of pine/fir has returned
to the 60,000 yen range after two
(Continued on Page 12)
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consecutive months in the 70,000
yen range, a clear downward
trend.
The price of laminated lumber

for the structural use was 96,341
yen per cubic meter decreasing
6.1% from the previous month
and increasing 11.2% from the
previous year. The price was

down for the second consecutive
month. As with lumber, the price
trend appears to have turned
downward.

News in Brief
More than 10 years have passed since the enactment of the Act for Promotion of the Use of Wood in Public
Buildings, and the government is actively promoting the change to wood construction. Concerning lowrise, public buildings, the percentage changing to wood construction has been steadily increasing. The act
was amended last year expanding the scope of the law from public buildings to general buildings, and the
Wood Use Promotion Head Office (managing chief: Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries), which
was established based on the law, newly decided on the “Basic Policy for Promoting the Use of Wood
in Buildings”. In the basic policy, in order to promote the further use of wood toward the realization of a
decarbonized society, the adoption of a mixed structure of wood and non-wood construction (including the use
of wood construction for each structural component) is to be actively considered. Under these circumstances,
based on experiments and analytical verification conducted by the National Institute for Land and
Infrastructure Management (abbreviated as NILIM), the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism carried out a trial design of a mid-sized government building using “CLT wing walls (NILIMtype)” that use CLT panels as part of the structural members in reinforced concrete buildings. In
the trial design, structural calculations were performed using a commercially available integrated structural
calculation program, and structural safety was confirmed by obtaining a structural rating from the Building
Center of Japan, and the important points for consideration were recorded for use when referring to this trial
design. As a result, the possible use of this method for public works orders was confirmed.
Since the enactment of the Act for Promotion of the Use of Wood in Public Buildings, efforts to build
mid to large-scale, wood constructed buildings are increasing. However, the situation for architects
and designers to choose wood construction as much as steel frame construction and reinforced
concrete construction still continues to be low as before. Due to this situation, the Council for the
Promotion of Buildings that Make Use of Wood (in Japanese:Ki Wo Ikasu Kenchiku Suishin Kyogikai)
will stream a video lecture titled “Introduction to Designing Mid to Large-Scale Buildings Made of
Wood” for architects and designers. With the purpose of learning a design method that proposes a wood
construction to a building owner, the lecture gives an explanation about the process for designing mid to largescale, wood constructed buildings and about each construction method and detailed items such as lumber,
fire resistance, energy conservation, and durability. The lecture will be streamed from November 1 to January
31 next year and can be viewed at anytime. The textbook used for the lecture is Introduction to Design of Mid
to Large-scale Buildings Made of Wood published in August of this year by the Japan Housing and Wood
Technology Center. In addition, a live broadcast of a question-and-answer seminar will be held in which
questions can be asked. On the first day of the seminar on December 9 from 13:00 to 17:30, a question and
answer session will be held concerning chapters 1 to 5. On December 13 from 13:00 to 17:30 on the second
day of the seminar, there will be a question and answer session on Chapters 6 to 11. There is no limit to the
number of participants, and the tuition is free.
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Among the precast (PC) foundations it has developed, Grundage Co., Ltd. has developed the PC
foundations called “Quick Base”. This product has advantages in terms of strength, cost, and construction
period compared to on-site casting. It may help to solve the
problem of foundation not being in time”, which is often heard
from building firms these days. Concerning the current situation
where many building firms do not have the foundation in time,
Masahiko Shimizu, the president of the company, began by
pointing out, “It is difficult to attract young people to the business
that deals with the foundation.” About the work content, he said,
“Heavy molding forms are brought in from trucks, lined up on
site, and removed again. The hard work has to be done when
there’s wind and rain; it’s a tough job.” Shimizu suggested the
necessity of a “dry foundation” as opposed to a “wet foundation”
cast on site. Concerning this point, he said, “For example,
when constructing exterior walls and interior walls, most of
the construction methods currently being used are dry-type.
However, for foundations, use of dry-type doesn’t even reach
10%. It may be the most lagging behind.”A skilled technique is
necessary when the wet-type is adopted for constructing the
exterior walls. On the other hand, with the dry-type, a finish with
a constant quality is possible without depending on the skill of
the worker. Since the construction period is shorter compared to
the wet-type, costs are inevitably reduced. Demonstrating these
kinds of merits of the dry-type even in house foundations is the
company’s Quick Base.
On October 4, the Association of Living Amenity held a webinar titled “ The 11th ‘‘Housing Parts
Inspection Day’ Symposium”. Over 300 people attended the event surpassing last year’s attendance.
Masahiko Takashige, CEO of RoomClip Inc., took the stage for the keynote speech. Concerning the outlook,
he said, “I’m convinced that the inspection of housing parts is a hot topic, and the way of living that is
conducted in everyday life is not impossible.” The company operates the SNS called “RoomClip” specializing
in the area of home living. It allows users to post photos of their home life taken with smartphones so that
other users can see the content. Users search posts by tags that express the characteristics to photos. Users
can also enjoy communicating by sending comments to each other. More than 5 million posted photos are
used by visitors to the site as a model for home living and lifestyle ideas. According to a questionnaire survey
of 844 users conducted by RoomClip Inc. in September, about 67% experienced problems with housing
equipment and building materials, and about 61% experienced inspections by companies. Despite the fact
that inspections have been carried out in more than half of the cases, the total number of posted photos
related to “inspections” was well below 100. Takashige then introduced a success story in which a theme that
is difficult to talk about spreads and becomes established. The future in which inspection of housing parts
becomes commonplace and becomes a culture may begin with “RoomClip” as the starting point.
On October 12, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism announced the
“Construction Investment Outlook in Fiscal 2022”. Construction investment in fiscal 2022 was forecasted
to be 66.99 trillion yen (0.6% increase compared to the previous fiscal year). The breakdown is 22.53 trillion
yen (3.7% decrease) for public sector investment and 44.46 trillion yen (2.9% increase) for private sector
investment. Investment in housing construction is forecasted to be 16.31 trillion yen (1.0% decrease compared
to the previous fiscal year). The breakdown is 340 billion yen (5.6% decrease) for public sector investment
and 15.97 trillion yen (0.9% decrease) for private sector investment. Non-housing construction investment is
expected to be 15.76 trillion yen ( 6.3% increase compared to the previous fiscal year). The breakdown is 3.85
trillion yen (3.8% decrease) for public sector investment and 11.91 trillion yen (10.1% increase) for private
(Continued on Page 14)
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sector investment.Building extension and renovation investment is forecasted to be 11.33 trillion yen ( 0.4%
increase compared to the previous fiscal year). The breakdown is 1.86 trillion yen (3.6% decrease) for public
sector investment and 9.47 trillion yen (1.2% increase) for private sector investment.
On October 17, the Investigative Committee for Architects, Carpenters, and Skilled Workers held a
nationwide online seminar titled “Work-Style Reform for Construction Firms and the Employment
of Carpenters - Are you ready?”. At the seminar, the results of the “Survey on the Actual Conditions of
Construction Firms that Employ Full-Time Employees in 2022” were reported. The survey was taken from
April 14 to June 29, and the number of respondents was 1,377 companies (1,191 corporations, 185 owneroperated companies). According to the results of the survey, 29% said they did not apply the upper limit on
overtime work, 13% said they have not paid premium for overtime payment, and 42% of the respondents
said that they have never issued anything for the Notification of the 36 Agreement, and the committee said
that it has found that the response to work style reform is still inadequate. Concerning the awareness of the
introduction of the invoice system, only 53% said they “understand the general contents”, 36% said they “have
heard of it”, and 11% said they “did not know about it”. Concerning the response of tax exempt businesses
for subcontractors, the committee said that worries about subcontractors remained. The survey also showed
that the lower the number of full-time employees, the lower the degree of awareness of the application of the
upper limit on overtime work (April 2024) in the construction industry. In addition, the survey showed that the
fewer the number of full-time carpenters employed, the fewer the number of businesses that pay premium for
overtime payment as required by law. Furthermore, it found that 48% of the businesses that pay “premium for
overtime payment to full-time employee carpenters as required by law” answered that the payment method for
employee carpenters’ wages (multiple answers allowed) was “a daily wage monthly payment system.”
As one of the changes in lifestyle due to the new coronavirus crisis in recent years, demand for purchasing,
renting, and sharing camping cars has increased following outdoor leisure activities such as camping.
Also because of changes in the way people spend their time at home, “do-it-yourself”, which seeks to
create a comfortable space with one’s own hands instead of purchasing finished products, is showing an
unprecedented development. In response to this recent increase in outdoor and DIY demand, IDOM Inc.,
which buys and sells automobiles, has developed a kit for mini-vans called “VAN DE Boom”, which
can change the interior into camping car specifications without the use of complicated tools, and the
company announced that advance sales began at its WOW!TOWN Makuhari Outlet. Up to now, camping
cars have generally been purchased as a finished product or
used as a rental car from the viewpoint of maintenance. On
the other hand, recently, the interior of passenger cars has
been arranged so that sleeping in the car is possible, and a
new form of car camping has emerged, where traveling around
hot springs and rest/service areas can be done easily. An
individual from the company said, ”With the idea of enjoying
the outdoors in the most comfortable space inside the car,
which can be used freely for yourself without being affected
by maintenance costs or the environment, we developed this
product so that anyone can easily understand and assemble it
and can create a unique space full of originality.”
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